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Thank you for downloading the Camp Littles & Me Water Packet. I hope 
that you and your little one(s) enjoy playing and pretending together 
this summer. 

I have spent many late nights, early mornings and naptimes putting this
together and I’m so thrilled to offer it as a free resource to you. If
you love it and want to share it with a friend I do ask that you would point
them to my website so they can receive their own copy rather than
just forwarding them the PDF.

You are more than welcome to print as many copies of the included
files as you need for your personal use only. I simply ask that you do
not resell or redistribute this PDF in any way. 

All photos, designs, content, and writing of Camp Littles & Me are the 
property of The Littles & Me © 2017. Plagiarism is not welcome and will 
not be tolerated. Thank you for your cooperation!

Please feel free to reach out if you have any questions. We can’t wait to
celebrate and play with you all summer long!
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Course

Splish Splash
Yogurt Popsicles
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Ice Melt
Objects

bathtime
Splish! Splash! It’s time for a bath. Grab different sized
cups for pouring, scooping, and meausuring water. Add 

a bath color tablet and water balloons for an extra special
bathtime surprise. Enjoy splashing around!

Let’s pretend we live under the water. Let’s
swim around as fast as we can!

Let’s pretend we are jumping in the pool.
Let’s make a BIG splash! Ready. Set. JUMP!

we love
Water

Squirt Gun
Painting

Fill up some water balloons and 
get ready for some family 

water themed fun!
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Waterwe love
Activity

Squirt Gun Painting

Water Obstacle Course

Ice Melt Objects

Small Toys
Water

Small Containers
Squeeze Bottle or Pipettes

Splish Splash Bath

Splish Splash
 Yogurt Popsicles

Vanilla Yogurt
Popsicle Molds
Blue Sprinkles

Water Balloon Games
Water Balloons

(I’ll be sharing some 
game ideas on the blog)

Ideas for play:
Different sized cups for

pouring, water balloons, 
bath color tablets

Cones, sprinkler, water
balloons, & other objects
to set up obstacle course

with (I’ll share ours on the
blog for some inspiration)

Paper
Tape

Squirt Gun
Liquid Watercolors
(or paint + water)

Supplies

create

hands on

get moving

make

family fun

bathtime
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Additional
Instructions

Activity: Squirt Gun Painting
How to make: 1. Attach paper to an easel (or a tree in your backyard). You might want to lay down 
a tarp for easy cleanup. This is a pretty messy activity!
2. Fill the squirt gun with liquid watercolors (or if you don’t have liquid watercolors you can use equal
parts of washable paint and water. It’s helpful to use a medicine syringe to easily put the paint in the 
squirt guns.
3. Let your kiddos squirt away! Read, Aim, Paint!

Special Treat: Splish splash Yogurt Popsicles
Ingredients: Vanilla Yogurt, Popsicle Molds, Blue Sprinkles
How to make:
1. Put the vanilla yogurt and blue sprinkles in the popsicle molds.
2. Place in the freezer & freeze for several hours
3. Once the popsicles are fully frozen, carefully remove the popsicle molds and enjoy!

Activity: Water Obstacle Course
Setup: Using whatever items you have around your house (Ex: Cones, Sprinkler, Water Balloons,
Small pool, Slide, etc.) set up an obstacle course in your backyard. 
How to Play: Show your kiddo how to go through the obstacle course and then let them run, jump, 
and climb through the water filled course!

create

Activity: Ice Melt Objects
1. Fill different sized containers with water (a little over half way full).
2. Have your child find small toys and objects around the house that they want to freeze in each
container.
3. Place the containers in the freezer and allow the water to freeze.
4. Once frozen, remove the containers from the freezer. 
5. Use squeeze bottles or pipettes filled with warm water to melt the ice
Talk About It: This is a great activity to talk about why water freezes and how the warm water 
melts the ice and helps rescue the toys. Before giving your kiddo the warm water, you could allow
them to problem solve and see if they can figure out how to get the toys out of the ice block.

hands on

get moving

Make
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